
Chapter 9, Chemical Bonding i: Basic Concepts

Lewis Dot Symbols (Sections 9,1 - 9.2)
Ionic Bonding and the Lattice Energy (Section 9.3)
Covalent Bonding and Lewis Structures (Sections 9.4 & 9.6)
Electronegativity (Section 9.5)
Formal Charge (Section 9.7)
The Con_cept of Resonance (Section 9,8)
Exceptions to the Octet Rule (Section 9.9)
Bond Energies (Section 9.10)

SUMMARY

Lewis Dot Symbols (9.1 - 9 2)

.Lewis Symbo_o.L~l. Ionic and covalent bonds are important types of chemical bonds. In
this chapter, you wi!( learn to use electron configurations and the periodic table to predict the
type and the number of bonds an atom of a particular element can form, Electron
configurations can be used to write the Lewis dot symbols of the representative elements.
Lewis d,,ot.~mbol of an element consists of the chemical symbol with one or more dots

~ around it. Each dot represents a valence electron. The orbital d~agram and the
Lewis symbo~-~or the~e atom are shown in Figure 9.!. Fluorine has 7 electrons in its

~ outermost principal energy level (n = 2), and therefore has 7 dots in its Lewis symbol.

Lewis symbo{    : F " ~

Figure 9.1 Orbital diagram and Lewis symbol for the fluorine atom.          " ’

The Lewis dot symbols and the electron configurations of the outermost electrons of
elements in the third period are as foi!ows:

~ 3s~ 3s2 3s23p~ 3s23p2 3s23p3 3s23p’~ 3s23p5 3s23p6

For re r~gz.~senta_tive elements, the number of valence elecirons is the same as the group
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The representative etals form ions b Iosin all tl-~ vale    e, CtLgB~ Lewis
symbols can be used to represent the formation of~e magnesium and aluminum ions
as follows:    (\oJ’~. ,z-~,j)

71~’Ug" ~ Mg~++2e-    ~ ~ ~- - ~ ~ ~ ~

The ~s form neqative i~ electrons until they are isoelectronic
with.__~a noble gas atom. Ions of nonmetal have 8 electrons in their valence shells.

Ex_amples
9.1, 9.2

Exercises
9-1, 9-2

Sulfide and chloride ions, fo~char,qes of -2 and -1 because the
atoms needed 2e- and 1 e-, respectively~, t_o_o become isoelectronic w~ no~6]~s------

~~~--_L___~and the Lattice Energy (9 3) "~ ~-               .          _.~._..~...~
’~u/ornb’s La~). The force that gives rise to the ionic bond is the electrical attraction

exis ~ng e een a positive ion and a neg,a_tive ion. Chemical bonding lowers the energy of
two interacting atoms (or ions). Coulomb s law states that the potential energy (E) of
interaction of two ions is directly proportional to the product of their charges and inverselY
proportional to the distance between them:

r=r÷+r_

where Q+ and Q_ are the charges of the two ions, r is their distance of separation, and k is a
proportionality constant (its value will not be needed). When one ion is positive and the
other negative, E will be negative. Bringing two oppositely charged particles closer together
lowers their energy. The lower the value of the potential energy, the more stable is the pair
of ions. Energy would need to be added to separate the two ions.

The factors that govern the stability of ion pairs are the magnitude of their charges, and
the distance between the ion centers. The distance between ionic centers (r~ is the sum of
the ionic radii of the individual ions.

The energy of attraction between two oppositely charged ions depends:

directly on the magnitude of the ion charges. The greater the ion charges, the strong+er
the attraction.                   2÷      2-. .The interaction of Mg and O ~ons ~s much greater than that of Na and
CI- ions.

inversely on the distance between ion centers. The distance between ions depends on~
the sizes of the ions involved. As the sum of the ionic radii increases the interaction
energy decreases.
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5. Finally, 1 mole of gaseous K÷,ions, and 1 mole of gaseous Cl- ions are combined to
make 1 mole of KCI(s), An amount of energy equal to the lattice energy will be released.
The lattice energy must have the same magnitude as A~, but an opposite sign,

K+(g) +CF(g)-~KCI(s)
o

AH~ = - lattice energy

The summation of the steps gives the overall reaction above.

Therefore, in general:

AH~ (KCI) = AH~.~ + ½ BE + I(metal element) - EA(nonmetaf) - lattice energy
or

&Howr~tl AH~ + AH2 + &H~ + AH: + ~H5

where AH5 =-lattice energy

° °    H; °
-lattice energy = AHs = AH~,~,~I- [ A + AH~ + AH~ + AH

Covalent Bonding and Lewis Structures (9.4 & 9.6)

_-:-----’-m.
Example~i
9,3, 9.4

Exercis~
9-3 - 9-

Octet Rule. In our study of the periodic table we saw that the valence electron
configuration was related to the chemical and physical properties of an element. The noble
gas elements are the least reactive, and therefore the most stable group of elements. The
Lewis dot symbols of the noble gas elements show eight valence electrons corresponding to
filled s and p subshells. G. N. Lewis reasoned that when atoms enter into chemical
combination they become more stable. He proposed that atoms gain or lose electrons until
they have the same number of valence electrons as noble gas atoms, that is, eight. The
octet rule states that when forming bonds atoms of the representative elements tend to gain,
lose, or, share electrons until they have eight electrons in the valence shell.

Molecules are held together by bonds resulting from the sharing of electrons between
two atoms in a manner that is consistent with the octet rule. A s!mple covalent bond is
formed when two atoms in a molecule share a pair of electrons.

The formation of a covalent bond in hydrogen chloride can be represented with Lewis

H’+ ".~.’1:--> H ;~.’~1: or ~

where th~sents a covalent bond.,, or a_~oair of electrons shared by both the..H_L
aottom and the~. By sharing the electron pair, the_CI atom has ei_g.~.valence sb.e.JL.
~s, The stability of this bend results from both atoms acquiring noble gas
configurations. Notice that dh.y.~en is an exception to the octet rule. Rather than
achieving an octet, ] ~LL~Zw~g~C~s to achi~~ The H
atom bece    i ele    ic with helium. The-~ pa~-n-~ CI atom that are not "~
involved in bonding are called lone pairs, unshared pairs, or nonbonding electrons. The
sharing of valence electrons in methane and carbon tetrachloride is shown in Figure 9,2.
The circles represent the valence shells of the atoms. They help to point out that each atom
achieves an octet of valence electrons by sharing one or more pairs of electrons.
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Figure 9.2 ~ electron pairs in CH4 and CCI4,

In some cases two or three airs of electron~ two atoms~rder to reach
an octet.-In these molecules,~~. A doubie bond is~
w~ch two ,oairs of electrons are shared between two atoms, as between C and O in
formaldehyde.

"2CO (formaldehyde) H~ or    --C= 6 /’~ <~ ~_-~l

~ atoms bined b a double bond lie closer t~ than at bined b
bond. The ~s shoK~r than the C--O bond length.

~~ ~en molecules (N2) contain a triple bond.

or
~is Structures. kewis structures re~resent the covalent bondin~ an6 location

unshare6 electron ~a~rs within molecules an6 ~o~gatomic ~ons. The ste~s fo~ wdfln~ kewis
structures are as follows ~ ~ ~__ ~        .               ,

~) ArranRe the atoms in a reasonable skeletal form, placing the unique atom in the cent~
~ine what atoms are bond~.

~ ~the valence electro~.( F~atomic anions remember to add one electron for
each unit of ch~

~ ~ct the central atom to the surrounding atom~ with sinqle bonds. First, add
~shared pairs t# th~onded to th~central atom to complete the(except
for hydrogen, of course). Then, keeping in mi6~that the maximum number of electrons
is the number counted in step 2, add tSe remaininq unshared#airs to the central atom.

~ I~the octet rule is satisfied for each atom, ~ the total number of electrons is
~ here since t~e structure can be considered correct. If the octet
rule is not met for the central atom o on to te 5.           ~      Examples

~~cases, there is a sho~age of valence electrons. T~lete the octet 9.5
~the central atom we must write dou~ bonds between the c~
atom and the surroundinq atoms. To make a double b~d move one ofth~ Exercises
~hared pairs from the surrounding atom to make the additional bond. 9-7 - 9-8

6., Repeat steps 4 and 5.

See Example 9:5 for application o~ procedure. ~
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Here 5 denotes a partial charge, that is, a charge less than 1.0, as it would be in an ion.
Pure covalent bonding, which is the equal sharing of electron pairs, occurs in

homonuclear diatomic molecules. Examples are H2, N2, and CI2. In a diatomic molecule with
both atoms the same, Az must be zero, and the bonding electron pair is shared equally.
Bonds of this type are described as nonpolar covalent bonds, or pure covalent bonds.

In bonds involving different atoms, the electronegativity difference will depend on the
relative electronegativities of the two atoms. When Az > 2.0 a bond is mostly ionic, for in this
case one atom exerts so much more influence on electrons that they can be considered to
be completely transferred to the more electronegative atom. Bonds between atoms such
that Az < 2.0 are classified as polar covalent bonds, or simply polar bonds. The "2.0 rule"is
an approximation and does not apply to all ionic compounds.

No,polar covalent bonds and completely ionic bonds represent extreme situations in
bonding. To refer to a bond as being "ionic" or "covalent" is an oversimplification.
Sometimes the term percent ionic character is used to describe the polar nature of a bond.
A purely covalent bond has zero percent ionic character. Bonds that have
&z > 2.0 have at least 50% ionic character and are called ionic. There are no 100% ionic
bonds. Compounds of Group 1A or 2A metals with a nonmetal usually have ionic bonds,
whereas compo,,nds of two nonmetals usually have polar covalent bonds. See Table 9.3
for examples.

Table 9,3 Bond Character of Some Common Bonds

lenic Compounds          Az

NaCI 2.1
NaBr 1.9
Nat 1.6
KCl 2,2
KBr 2.0
MgCI2 1.8

Polar Covalent Bonds

C--CI
N--H
O--H
S--H
S--O
N--O

Formal Charge (9.7)

0.5
0.9
1.4
0.4
1.0
0.5

Examples
9.6-9.8

Exercises
9-9 - 9-13

F~ on Lewis Structures. The conce tof forma! char~,e rovides a
r~_r~l~~ture from a     reveral
~s. The formal charge is the charge that an atom seems to h~’Je in a Lewis
str~cture. When determining the formal charge al! nonbonding electrons count as belonging
entirely to the 3tom in which they are found. All bonding electrons are divided equally
between the bonded atoms. Thus, the formal charge of an atom in a Lewis structure is th
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nu er of va ence electrons in an isolated atom.[~n nus the ’num~ctrons assigned to
t~_hat atom in a molecule. The form_ .ula for the form_al charge of an atom ~s.

~ forma’------~-~-(numbe~ of
charge= [.valence )          -nonbonding electrons 2 bonding electrons)

It will be good to keep in mind that the formal chaige is really more a property of a structural
formula than that of the species the formula represents. Formal charges do not indicate
~ on atoms in the real molecule.

Two possible Lewis structures for BF3 are

:F:                     :F:
""

(1) (2)
~

The formal chargesin (1) are: -~,~,,~ _~’~6~. ~_V-(~,_~~

The boron atom: ~ = 3 - 0 - 1/2 (6) =~ ~
The fluorine atom: formal charge_._~-- 7 - 6 - 1/2 (2) =(~)

k__)-,-~-~,.,,~,~

The boron atom:               al~ = 3 - 0 - 1/2 (8) ~
The fluorine atom do(.~g~e bonded): f~ = 7 - 4 - 1/2 (4) ~     .
The other fluorine atoms:          f~ = 7 - 6 - 1/2 (2)

The rule that is used to establish the more plausible structure is: A Lewis structure in which
there are no form--s preferred over one where [~rmal chafer.
Therefo~re structure (1) is preferred over structure (2)¯

When formal charges are assigned in a Lew~    cu the sum of the formal char e~
must be zero in a ne~J’tral molecule. For a~ the forma charges must ~ up to
t~f the ion. For the chlorite ion (ClO~), for instance:           ~

The example brings out another feature of the formal charge concept. The
most plausible Lewis structures will be those with negative formal charges on the
more electronegative atoms. Since oxygen is more electronegative than chlorine,
the formal negative charges on 0 atoms in this structure are more rea,~ci~able than
in some other structure that would place a positive charge on the Q atoms, and a
negative charge on the Cl atoms.

Example
9.9

Exercises
9-14, 9-15
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The Concept of Resonance (9.8)

Resonance Structures. It sometimes happens that one satisfactory electron dot structure
for a molecule or polyatomic ion that reflects what we know about the substance cannot be
drawn. When such a situation arises a special procedure is invoked to arrive at a Lewis
structure. For the nitrite ion NO~, for instance, the following structure shows the correct
number of valence electrons and satisfies the octet rule. The brackets are used to indicate
that the.-1 charge belongs to the entire nitrite ion, and net to just one atom in the structure.

However, the structure does not accurately represent what is known about the bond lengths
of the N--O bonds in NO2. Both bond lengths are known to be the same, whereas,
according to the structure, we expect the double bond to be shorter than the single bond. An
N--O single bond length should be about 136 pm, and an N=O double bond length about
122 pm. However, the two bond lengths in NO2 are actually equal and are intermediate
between these two values.

It turns out to be impossible to draw a single satisfactory Lewis structure for NO~.
Situations like this can be handled by using the concept of resonance. First, draw two
structures for NO2 that reflect different choices of electron arrangements.

[: 5- i= 6] - [ 6 = h-6 :] -
The nitrite ion is not adequately represented by either structure; but it may be described by a
.composite of.these structures. This composite structure cannot be drawn using the rules for
writing Lewis structures. Each of the structures that contribute to the composite structure is
called a contributing or resonance structure. The symbol ~---> indicates that the structures
shown are resonance structures.

In applying the concept of resonance we assume that NO~ is a composite or an average
of the two structures. Thus, the N--O bonds are intermediate between single and double
bonds. The term resonance was perhaps a poor choice because the word implies to some
that the real molecule flips from one structure to the other. This is not what is meant
here. The point is that the properties of NO~ cannot be accounted for by a single
Lewis structure. The term resonance means that there is a need for two or more

Example

Lewis structures to represent a particular molecule. 9.10
These structures have the same placement of atoms but different positions of

electron pairs. The electron pairs do not actually move from one position to another Exercise
within the molecule. Therefore, resonance structures are generated by moving      9-16
electron pairs within the same skeletal structure.

~"~E._xception to the Octet Rul_.~e (9.9") ~ ~-~ <.~t"~

T_=y=p=~_ of Ex~s. Lewis structures can be drawn for m~ with th_______~e aid
of the octet rule; however, s~ of some compounds do not follow the ru!.e. The text
points out three types of molecules that are exceptions to the octet rule:

Molecules in which the central atom has an incomplete octet.
Mole~s with odd numbers of electrons.
Molecules in which the central atom has an expanded octet.

~’-’~lncomplet.e Octet The.b.oZgZLJ::£~des BX3 are .well-known exam_~es of mole__q~cz~sj wo=w_h~hich
the centraF~m ~-as an incomplete octet. The------==~ are all plan¥ motecule-~ in wllich the boron
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atom has only six valence electrons. Tjb_e~oron atom~ has incomplete octet. This situation is
typical in boron chemistry.      -         ¯            --.

Normally when there is a shorta.ge of electrons, we can draw a double-bonded structure as
shown below for BF~.

~Numbers of Electrons¯ .~o onoxides o i - ,-en NO and O: h~ave o~d_d
.~ ~n even number of electrons is required for complete pairing,

the octet rule cannot be satisfied. Two additional odd-el_, h .~ -i .-ules that are known to
~rn~ -. e for very short periods of time are OH (hydroxyl radical) and HO2
(hydro~peroxyl radica~,                d//-~ ~2                           ’ ~

¯

However, experiments indicate that each B--F bond is a single bond as shown in the
first dot structure. Also, the assignment of formal charges indicates that a structure with a
double bond would have formal charges on adjacent atoms. As was discussed above, this is
unfavorable. In addition, the more electronegative F atom would have a.positive charge,
rather than the preferred negative charge for fluorine.

Ex_~_~nded Octets. Molecules in_which the central atom exhibi~ts a~ne~
more ~ ~~~-~ ~ of nonmetal atoms from the thir~
~~in the periodic table. Second period elements never exceed the octet ru-le.
Third-period elements are just a~ I~ly to exceed the octet rule as they are to follow it:
Wl3~re_for e~cL~.~ lel~13 ~s the octet ruler gaseous pC.l~ h~s a phosph__orM~ etorn th.at ~
jgined by si~ngle bonds t~ve c~~ The phosphorus atom has I0 electrons in its
valence shell. T~panded octe~t.

The ~~ and in the interhalogen compounds ~ BrF3, Example

I~O_~y.gu will need to draw a number of dot structures of molecules
~~tets. When the central~tom’-~ from the third period or Exercise
beyond, complete the oct-~ of the surrounding atoms first, and then complete the 9-17
central atom. If extra electron pairs remain, place them on the central atom. See
Example 9.11.
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These exceptions tell us that an atom with a completed octet is not necessary for
covalent bonding to occur Within the Lewis framework, it is really the sharing of electron
pairs that leads to~ed pair of electrons acts to attract both atoms to
each other.

Bond Energies (9.10)

Average Bond Energies. Occasionally the enthalpy change AH is needed for a reaction for
which enthalpy of formation data does not exist. One approach that allows an estimate of
AH° uses the concept of bond energy. Consider the gas phase atomization process:

CH4(g) --> C(g) + 4H(g) AHr,n = 1664 kJ/mol

In this reaction, four C--H bonds are broken; therefore we can define the average C--H
bond energy as one-fourth of /~Hr~n for the reaction. Hence the average C--H bond energy
in CH4 is 416 kJ/moL

The actual bond energies of the individual C--H bonds in CH4 are not the same as the
average value. Even so, the use of average bond energies makes it possible to estimate
the enthalpy changes of certain reactions. Some of the bond energies in Table 9.4 of the
textbook are listed here in Table 9.4.

Table 9.4 Bond Energies of Some Common Bonds

Bond Bond Energy (kJ/mol)

N--H 392

I--CI 210
N~N 941
N =O 630

We can estimate &H for the combustion of methane as follow.~s: ~.,~

~--~ ~)+2 O2(g)-~ CO2(g)+2 H,0(g)7 <,3~-<= ~\     OH4 + 2 02 )-BE (reactants) C + 4 H + 40 -~-BE (products) CO2 + 2 H20

First we b~eak 4 C--H bonds and 20 =O bonds, where ~BE (reactants) is the sum of L.he
~~nd enerqies of~ 5"~~en. Then let the atoms recon~~ t-~e 2 C =O and 4
O--H bonds of the products.

~ (~roducts) is the sum of the bond energies of all bonds formed from the atoms.. Keep
in mind t~t breaking bonds is an endotherr~ic proce~, ~ making new bonds is an
exothermic process. Therefore                                          ~b C-

~H.&~_~BE(reactants)-~BE(products) <~.-£.~--~-~£~,q~ 4~

AH° = [4 BE (C--H) + 2 BE (O=O)] - [2 BE (C=O) + 4 BE (O--H)]
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Inserting values from Table 9.5 ’gives:

~,~ ~,H° = 4_j[~_4 k J) + 2(499 k J)] - [2(802 k J) + 4(460 kJ)]
= 2654 k~J- 3444 k J/tool

~ if we compare this value with the standard enthalpy of combustion__~.of methane, we get

CH~(g) + 2 O2(g) -4. CO~(g) + 2 HzO(~)    z~Hr,~ = -890 kJ/mol          ~

~LEr.~J.t~ there i$ a large di~scre~l;zaJ3£,3L~f 100 kJ. However, in our calculation,
HOi~s~ But ~H° r feerstothe standard state of H O as a’ ’d.
Therefore, the 10~j d~~porization of~o
of~, which is 81.4 kJ.

T~nclusions can be dra~
(1) ~ are used to estimate enthaIpies ~nfgasphase reactions
(.2) the’action calcuiated from average ~~e only approximate

values.

Example
9.12

Exercises
9-1~, 9-19
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GLOSSARY LIST

Lewis dot symbol
ionic bond
lattice energy
Coulemb’s law
Born-Haber cycle

covalent bond
covalent compound
lone pair

Lewis structure
octet rule
single bond
multiple bond
double bond
triple bond
bond length

polar covalent bond
electronegativity
formal charge
resonance
resonance structure
coordinate covalent bond
bond energy

EQUATIONS

~ebrai~ EAuation

E=k Q÷Q-
r

formal = (’number of     / -
charge ~valence electrons.)

Inumber of "~ 1 ~number of
nonbonding electrons j- ~ ~bonding electrons

&H° = ~BE (reactants) - ~BE (products)

E.~lis h Translation



WORKED EXAMPLES

EXAMPLE 9.1 Lewis Dot Symbols

Write Lewis symbols for the following elements: a. Ca b. O, S and Se

Solution

The Lewis symbol of an element consists of the element symbol surrounded by between 1
and 8 dots, representing valence electrons.
a. Ca is in Group 2A. It has two electrons in the outermost energy level. These are its

valence electrons.      The Lewis symbol is .Ca.
b. O, S, and Se are al! in the same group, 6A. Each has 6 valence electrons.

EXAMPLE 9.2 Lewis Dot Symbols for Ions

Write Lewis symbols for the following ions: a.

¯ Solution

b. Se~-

Removing two electrons (dots) from .Ca. gives simply Ca2÷ as the Lewis symbol of a
calcium ion. No electrons are shown around the Ca2’ symbol because this ion has lost
its valence shell electrons.

Adding two electrons to ¯ Se. gives : Se : 2 as the Lewis symbol for a selenide ion.

EXAMPLE 9.3 Predicting Melting Points

Which member of the pair will have the higher melting point?
a. NaCI or CaO
b. NaCl or Nal

¯ Solution

a. According to Coulomb’s law, the doubly charged ions in CaO wilt attract each other more
strongly than do the singly charged ions in NaCt. CaO will have a higher melting point.

b. According to Coulomb’s law, the closer the centers of two ions can approach each other
the stronger will be the attraction between them. The sum of the ionic radii in NaCI is
sma!ler than in Nal. NaCl will have the higher melting point.
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EXAMPLE 9.4 The Born-Haber Cycle

Given the following data calculate the lattice energy of potassium chloride:

Enthalpy of sublimation of potassium = 90.0 kJ/mol
Bond energy (BE) of CI--CI = 242,7 kJ/mol
Ionization energy (I) of K = 419 kJ/mol
E~ectron affinity (EA) of C~ = +349 kJ/mo~
AH~ (KCI) = 435.9 k J/tool

¯ Solution

From the discussion in the above section, we can calculate the lattice energy (or -AH~’ ) from
the equation:

AH5 = AHoveralI -[AH1 + AH2 + AH3 + AH4]

Next we identify the appropriate energy changes:

K(s) -> K(g)

~ CI2(g) --> Cl(g)

K(g) --> K+(g) + e-

Cl(g) + e- -~ C~-(9)

K(s) + ~ CI2(g) --> KCI(s)

AH~ : z~Hsubl = 90.0 kJ/mol

AH~ = ½BE = 121.4 kJ/mol

AH~ = 1=419 kJ/mol

AH~ = -EA = -349 kJ/mol

AH~veralI = - 435.9 kJ/mol

Next substitute into the equation:

AH5 = AHoveralI -[AH + AH2 + AH3 + AH

o

AH~ =-435.9 kJ-[90.0 kJ + 121.4 kJ +419 kJ + (-349 kJ)]/mol

o

AH5 = -435.9 kJ -281.4 kJ = -717 kJ/mol

lattice energy = 717 kJ/mol

EXAMPLE 9.5 Drawing a Lewis Structure

Draw the Lewis structure for hydrazine, N2H4. How many unshared electron pairs (lone
pairs) are there on each N atom?
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Solution

1. Arrange the atoms in a reasonable skeletal form. H atoms form only one bond and so
must be located on the outside of the atom.

HNNH
HH

2. Count the valence electrons. Each N atom has 5 valence electrons and each H atom
has 1. There are 2(5) + 4(1) = 14 valence electrons.

3. Connecttheatomswithsinglebonds:

H--N--N--H

HH

Normally we would add unshared pairs to complete all octets of surrounding atoms,
but in this case the H atoms only need the two electrons shared in the bond to the N atom.
Counting the number of electrons used; 5 pairs = 10 valence electrons. Now add unshared
3airs to complete the octets of the N atoms.

HH

4. Count the electrons: 7 pairs = 14 valence electrons. This is the same number as given
in step 2.

EXAMPLE 9.6 Bond Polarity

Arranging the following bends in order of increasing ionic character: C--O, C--H, and
O--14.

¯ Solution

As the electronegativity difference increases the bond becomes more polar and its ionic
character increases. Using Figure 9.5 (textbook), we can determine the differences.

forC--Q Az=3.5-2,5=1.0
forC--14 Az=2,5-2.1=0.4
for Q--H Az = 3.5-2.1= 1.4

The ionic character increases in the order
C--H < C--Q <
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¯ Comment

The electronegativity of hydrogen is unlike that of the other elements of Group 1A. In terms
of electronegativity, hydrogen is similar to the nonmetal elements boron and carbon. The
bonds of H to nonmetal atoms are polar covalent, rather than ionic (such as the bonds in
LiCI and NaCI).

EXAMPLE 9.7 Electronegativity Trends

Using the trends within the periodic table, determine which of the following is the most
electronegative element: As, Se, or S.

¯ Solution

Se and As are in the same period, and so the one further to the right has the higher
electronegativity. That one is Se. Now compare S and Se. They are in the same group. The
one nearer the top of the group has the greater electronegativity, which is sulfur.

EXAMPLE 9.8 Types of Bonds

For the following pairs of elements label the bonds between them as ionic, polar covalent, or
3ure covalent.
a. Rb and Br
b. SandS
c. CandN

¯ Solution

a. Bond type depends on electronegativity differences. The value of Az for a Rb--Br bond
is 2.0. RbBr is ionic.

b. For S--S, Az = 0.0, and so the bond is a pure covalent bond.
c. In the periodic table carbon and nitrogen are adjacent to each other in period 2. The one

on the right is N; it is more electronegative so we expect a polar covalent bond.
Electronegativity values give Az = 0.5.

EXAMPLE 9.9 Assigning Formal Charges

Assign formal charges to the atoms in the following Lewis structures:

b. O= S--O :
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o Solution

The formula used to calculate the formal charge of an atom is:

formal : ~number of      (number of      ~ 1 f’number of
charge ~valence electrons - ~nonbonding electrons)- ~ ~bonding electrons

The carbon atom:
The oxygen atom:

formal charge = 4 - 2 - 1/2 (6) = -1
formal charge = 6 - 2 - 1/2 (6) = +1

The sulfur atom:
The oxygen atom on the right:
The oxygen atom on the left:

formal charge = 6 - 2 - 1/2 (6) = +1
formal charge = 6 - 6 - 1/2 (2) = -1
formal charge = 6 - 4 - 1/2 (4) = 0

Comment

Some chemists don’t approve of the CO structure given in part (a) because it places a
)ositive formal charge on the more electronegative oxygen atom.

EXAMPLE 9.10 Drawing a Lewis Structure with Resonance

Draw three resonance structures for N20. The skeletal structure is N--N--O,

¯ Solution

1. Arrange the atoms

N--N--O

2. Count the valence electrons.

2(5) + 6 = 16 electrons

3. Add unshared pairs to the terminal atoms:

: N--N--O :

Count the electron pairs used. 8 electron pairs = 16 electrons. There are not enough
electrons to add any to the central atom.

Move one of the unshared pairs from the terminal N atom to make a double bond, and
move an unshared pair from the terminal O atom to make a double bond.

:N----- N= 0 :

This is a satisfactory structure because it completes the octets of all three atoms and
uses the correct number of electrons. Additional resonance structures can be generated
by moving electron pairs in such a way that the octet rule for each atom is always
satisfied. The positions of the atoms in N2Q cannot be altered.
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Two possibilities are

: N= N--O : and : I~--N---- O :

¯ Comment

The three structures for N20 are called resonance structures. The actual bonding in N2Q is
a composite of these three structures.

EXAMPLE 9.11 Exceptions to the Octet Rule

Draw Lewis structures for:
a. Gal3
b. NO2 (all bonds are equivalent)
c. CIF3

¯ Solution

a. Gallium is in Group 3A of the periodic table, a group well known for its electron deficient
elements. Gal3 has 3 + 3(7) = 24 valence electrons.

:1:

: I--Ga--I :

This structure shows 24 electrons, the correct number. Ga, with three electron pairs, is
electron deficient.

NO2 has 17 valence electrons, With an odd number of electrons, it cannot obey the octet
rule. The best we can do is start with t8 valence electrons as in NO~ and then remove
one from the nitrogen atom (because it is the unique atom). Two contributing structures
are necessary.

O=N--O: <----,’. :O--N=O

c.     ClF3 has 28 valence electrons. 26 electrons are required to complete the octets of
the four atoms. The remaining two electrons are placed on the central Cl atom because
chlorine is in the third period, and has vacant 3d orbitals that can hold electrons in addition
to an octet. Chlorine is said to have an expanded octet.

: F--CI--F :

:F:
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EXAMPLE 9.12 Use of Bond Energies to Estimate ~,Hrxn

Estimate z~Hr-xn for the reaction:

CI2(g) + 12 (g) -~ 21Cl(g)

using bond energies given in Table 9,4 (text), and given that BE (I--CI) = 210 kJ/mol.

¯ Solution

Recall that

and

AH° = TBE (reactants) - >-BE (products)
>BE (reactants) = BE (CI--CI) + BE (I--I) = 243 + 151 = 394 k J/tool
7- BE (products) = 2BE (I--CI) = 2(210) = 420 k J/tool

Subtraction yields:

AH = 394 kJ - 420 kJ
= -26 kJ


